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ABSTRACT

Chlamydia trachomatis is the major cause of preventable
blindness and a common agent of sexually transmitted disease. The
most abundant outer membrane component of Chlamydia trachomatis
is the major outer membrane protein (MOMP). MOMP is believed to
play an important role in maintaining the structure of the
chlamydial outer membrane and is a candidate for subunit vaccine
development. The gene encoding MOMP was expressed in Escherichia
coli and evaluated as a method for studying MOMP structure and
function. The growth properties and expression of E. coli containing
variations of the C. trachomatis MOMP gene were analyzed with
growth curves, Western blots and cell fractionation experiments.
E. coli cells with the plasmids pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H, and pTTQ-F were
lysed after induction with IPTG and analyzed for MOMP expression.
Cells carrying the plasmid pTTQ-W had less MOMP expression then
cells carrying plasmids pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F. Fusion of the MOMP
gene to the amino terminal end of the E. coli OmpA gene in the
pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F plasmids resulted in an increased level of MOMP
expression but did not prevent cells from lysing. The cell
fractionation experiments showed that the MOMP proteins expressed
by each plasmid (pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H, and pTTQ-F) were present in the
outer membrane fraction. These results would suggest that the
recombinant MOMP proteins produced by these plasmids are making
it to the outer membrane and are somehow disrupting cell growth so
that the cells are being lysed.
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INTRODUCTION

Chlamydiae are obligate intracellular bacteria characterized
by their bi-phasic growth cycle.

This unique cycle consists of an

infectious form called an elementary body (EB) and a metabolically
active, noninfectious form known as a reticulate body (RB).

At all

stages of this growth cycle chlamydial cells appear to have a double
membrane system, much like those found in gram-negative bacteria.
A difference however is the absence of the conventional
peptidoglycan layer between the two membranes of a chlamydial cell
envelope (10,1).
The peptidoglycan layer in gram-negative bacteria is
responsible for maintaining cell shape and resistance to variation of
osmotic pressure.

The chlamydial cell envelope is

because it lacks peptidoglycan.

very intriguing

The structural role which

peptidoglycan plays in most Gram negative organisms may be
replaced in chlamydia by a network of disulfide crosslinked proteins.
The most numerous component in the chlyamdial cell outer
membrane is a protein that makes up approximately 60% of the total
membrane protein (9).

It has been named the major outer membrane
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protein (MOMP) and has a molecular weight of 39,500-daltons (range
38,000 to 42,000).

It is located on the surface of the membrane and

is believed to be integrated into the membrane (1).
•

MOMP has at

least six cysteine amino acids that form disulfide bonds.

These

bonds are believed to contribute to MOM P's conformation and to the
rigidity of the cell's outer membrane.

In experiments done by

Caldwell et. al. (3) results showed that upon removal of MOMP from
the chlamydial outer membrane all structural integrity was lost and
only an amphorous material was left behind.

Caldwell et. al. (3)

speculate that this material may be a covalently bound protein and
that its association with MOMP through hydrophobic and ionic
interactions is what provides the rigidity and structural integrity of
the chlamydial cell.

Hatch et. al. (7) showed that, besides MOMP,

three cysteine-rich proteins of 62, 59, and 12 kilodaltons were also
present in the outer membrane and were linked together by disulfide
bonds. Chang et. al. (4) have shown what appears to be more
extensive cross-linking of S-S bonds in EBs than there is in RBs.

»

These latter studies support the suggestion of Tamura and Manire
(14), and Newhall and Jones (11) that disulfide bonding plays a role
in outer membrane rigidity.
2

Although much research has been done, all of MOMP's function(s)
are still not clearly understood.

It has been suggested by Bavoil et.

al. (1) that MOMP functions as a porin, a water-filled channel that
•

traverses a membrane and by Su et. al. (13) that it functions as an
adhesin.

Properties that led Bavoil et. al. to suggest MOMP is a porin

include the fact that its amino acid sequence is similar to major
outer membrane proteins found in Escherichia call and Neisseria
gonorrhoea, that it had an acidic pi (isoelectric point), was abundant
in the membrane and had a relatively low content of hydrophobic
amino acids.

These are all characteristics shared by other major

outer membrane proteins that are known to play a part in the
formation of pores (1). In the EB stage MOMP is inactive as a porin,
but does serve as a structural component which maintains outer
membrane rigidity in order to keep the cell osmotically stable and
nearly impermeable to hydrophilic solutes (1).

Once the EB has been

phagocytized by a host, the pore (MOMP) is activated as disulfide
bonds are broken in the presence of the intracellular reducing
environment.

At this point ATP and nutrients are allowed in and the

RB begins to develop until oxidation of the free sulfhydryls occurs,
restoring the disulfide bonds.

The pore is now inactive and the EB is
3

formed once again (1).
The fact that MOMP is abundant as well as being surface
exposed suggests the possibility that it is involved in both immune
•

response to chlamydial infections and the pathogenesis of
chlamydial disease (2).

It has been found that MOMP contains four

symmetrically spaced variable domains (VDs I to IV) whose
sequences vary among serotypes. The surface exposed sections of
these VDs contain sequences that are target sites for neutralizing
antibodies in vivo and in vitro.

When monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)

specific to areas located in VDs II and IV were added to MOMP,
chlamydial infectivity was neutralized by preventing chlamydial
attachment to host cells.

It has been suggested that this blockage

was because the MAbs inhibited electrostatic interactions with the
host cell (13).

Thermal inactivation studies on both chlamydial

attachment and conformation of the MOMP were also done.

Results

from these experiments showed chlamydia failed to attach to host
cells after a conformational change in the MOMP which lead to the
exposure of a hydrophobic region that was once inaccessible.

This

combination of results lead Su et. al. (13) to suggest that the MOMP
function as a chlamydial adhesin by promoting nonspecific
4

(electrostatic and hydrophobic) interactions with host cells.
In this paper initial studies are described which test the
feasibility of using MOMP expressed in
•

coli as a model system for

the study of MOMP structure and function. If the MOMP expressed in
E. coli resembles the native structure which occurs in chlamydia,
then site directed mutagenesis can be used to analyze how specific
amino acids contribute to structure.

This approach is being taken

because transformation of C. trachomatis has not yet been achieved
and thus the study of the effects of specific mutations of MOMP in
situ is not possible. Using E. coli as a model system poses a
problem, because, although chlamydia are grouped with the Gram
negative organisms, their cell wall and outer membrane structure is
substantially different from that of typical Gram negatives.

Given

these differences it is not clear whether

MOMP can be normally

exported to and incorporated into the

qqJLL outer membrane.

Initial

studies (Scott Manning manuscript in preparation) have shown that
the signal peptide of MOMP is recognized by E. coli but that the MOMP
can not be detected at the surface of the cell.

This suggests that a

potential barrier to the expression of MOMP is the absence of
appropriate trafficking signals to direct the protein to the outer
5

membrane.
In my study E. coli cells with specific plasmids carrying the
Chlamydia trachomatis MOMP gene were analyzed for growth
•

properties and the ability to express MOMP. To examine these
growth properties, a portion of a normal E. coli outer membrane
protein (Omp A) was fused to MOMP.

This was done to see if it

would provide trafficking signals that would allow MOMP to be
exported to and incorporated into the E. coli outer membrane.

Three

plasmids were constructed for this experiment: pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H,
and pTTQ-F (Figure 1). A fourth plasmid, pTTQ-18, served as the
conrol; it expressed no MOMP.

Results suggest that the recombinant

MOMP proteins produced by these plasmids are making it to the outer
membrane and are somehow disrupting cell growth so that the cells
are being lysed.

This information would suggest that E. coli may not

be a useful model system for studying the chlamydial MOMP protein.

e
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Organisms and growth conditions
•

Organisms used were Escherichia coli DH5 a cells containing
plasmids labeled pTTQ-18, pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H or pTTQ-F. These cells
were grown in LB broth containing 0.2% glucose and ampicillin
(1.2-pg/10-ml) at 370C. At a 0.60 ODeoonm the cultures were
induced with 1-mM IPTG (isopropyl B-D-thiogalactopyranoside) for
30-minutes then centrifuged at 103-rpm for ten minutes.

The

supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was resuspended in
PAGE (polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) loading buffer before
being electrophoresed.
Electrophoresis

conditions

All electrophoretic protein separations were conducted on 12%
separating and 4% stacking SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) gels by the method of
Laemmli (8). p-mercaptoethanol (BME) was included in the loading
0

buffer as a reducing agent.
Western blot analysis of MOMP protein
Western blot analysis was used to determine MOMP expression.
7

Proteins were separated on an SDS-PAGE gel and then transferred to
nitrocellulose by the method of Towbin (15).

The membrane was

treated with 3% BSA/PBS (bovine serum albumin/phosphate buffer
•

saline) for 30-minutes before the MOMP specific monoclonal
antibody DIII-A3 was added and left on for 20-minutes.

It was then

washed two times with PBS before being incubated for 20-minutes
in goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to horse-radish peroxidase
(GAM-HP).

It was then washed two times in PBS and developed in

substrate solution (10-ml of 3-mg/ml 4-chloro-1-napthol in
methanol, 30-ml PBS, 100-pl H2O2).

The developed membrane was

rinsed in water and dried.
Preparation of Escherichia coli outer membranes
Escherichia coli cultures containing pTTQ-18, pTTQ-W,
pTTQ-H, and pTTQ-F were grown to mid-log phase in LB, ampicillin,
and glucose, induced with 1-mM IPTG for 30-minutes,

harvested at

103-rpm for 15-minutes and then resuspended in 10-ml Tris.HCI
(20-mM, pH 7.4).

DNase (10-jig/ml) and RNase (10-jig/ml) were

added before each sample was sonicated for three minutes on power
level four using the Sonicator (Heat Systems, Farmingdale, NY).
Whole cells and debris were then removed by centrifuging at
8

10-krpm for ten minutes at 4°C.

Next the envelope fraction was

spun out at 105 g for 60-minutes.

The supernatant was saved as the

cytoplasmic fraction and the pellet was saved as the envelope
•

fraction.

The envelope fraction was then resuspended in Sarkosyl

(0.05 M EDTA) and emulsified for 30-minutes at room temperature.
The outer membrane fraction was removed by centrifuging at 105g
for 60-minutes.

The supernatant was saved as the inner membrane

and the outer membrane was washed with Tris.HCI and centrifuged
again before protein concentration was measured.
Growth curve
Cultures were grown in LB containing 0.2% glucose and
ampicillin (1.2-pg/ml) at 37QC. ODeoonm readings were taken every
30-minutes and samples were removed periodically and plated on LB
agar containing glucose and ampicillin.

The cultures were induced

with 1-mM IPTG at 0.40 ODeoonm-
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RESULTS
Growth and expression after induction
•

The optical density and the number of viable cells for the
cultures pTTQ-18, pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F were measured
before and after induction with IPTG.

Samples of protein from each

culture were also assayed for MOMP expression after induction.
MOMP expression was evaluated by Western blot analysis.
Samples for a protein assay and viable count were taken at seven
minute intervals for 70-minutes.

The Western blot for each culture

showed that at every time interval after induction MOMP expression
occurred with all cultures.

Cultures of pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F showing

more MOMP expression than the pTTQ-W culture (Figure 2).
The optical density readings for each culture were taken every
30-minutes and continued to rise even after induction (Figure 3).
All cultures appeared to grow at the same rate until after induction,
whereupon the control, pTTQ-18, increased the fastest and cultures
pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F grew at approximately the same rate as the
control, but at the end began to show signs of slowing.

Culture

pTTQ-W recovered at a much slower pace after induction than each
10

of the other three cultures.
Although the optical density readings increased after induction
the viable counts for pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F dropped whereas
•

the viable count for control, pTTQ-18, continued to increase
(Figure 4).

Induction of cultures pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F with IPTG

appeared to cause a reduction in fL. coli cell number after one hour.
Induction of culture pTTQ-W with IPTG showed a decrease in count
after one hour but a rebound after that.

This result would suggest

the possibility of two populations.
To test this possibility colonies from a sample of pTTQ-W
taken two and one-half hours after induction and plated in the
presence of glucose, were picked, regrown in broth with glucose at
370C and induced for 15-minutes.

The Western blot of these

samples was negative for MOMP expression (not shown).

This

suggests that pTTQ-W expression is unstable since a second
nonexpressing population was selected during induction with IPTG.
A similar experiment was performed using milder conditions
to test this same possibility. A culture of cells containing pTTQ-W

f
was grown overnight either with or without glucose.

Only 15% of

the cells grown overnight in the absence of glucose were positive by
1 1

Western blot for MOMP expression; compared with 100% of the cells
from the culture grown in the presence of glucose.

Thus it appears

that the expression of MOMP with pTTQ-W is genetically unstable
•

but that growth in the presence of glucose stabilizes the expression.

Localization of recombinant MOMP
For recombinant MOMP to be a useful model for MOMP structure
and function it must be expressed in the outer membrane of E. coli.
MOMP was localized in E. coli cultures pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H and pTTQ-F
by cell fractionation experiments.

In these experiments

MOMP was

found in the outer membrane fraction for each culture (Figure 5).
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DISCUSSION
The purpose of this experiment was to test the feasibility of
•

using E. coli as a model system for studying the chlamydial MOMP
protein.

Results suggest that this may not be a good method since

cells carrying C. trachomatis recombinant MOMP genes, lysed shortly
after being induced with IPTG (Figure 4).
Possible reasons for lysis include the fact that MOMP was
acting as a porin and causing osmotic shock or perhaps the MOMP
protein, not in its native conformation, blocked the pathway which
allowed proteins to become incorporated into the outer membrane,
thus preventing the outer membrane to grow.
MOMP expression for each culture in these experiments was
present as long as they were grown in the presence of glucose and
induced with IPTG. The plasmids pTTQ-W, pTTQ-H, and pTTQ-F
(Figure 1) used in these experiments were under the control of a TAC
promoter, a hybrid promoter constructed from elements of the trp
(tryptophan) and lac (lactose) promoters.

It is subject to repression

by glucose and induction by IPTG (6). In the presence of glucose no
induction of the lac operon by lactose occurs.

This happens for two
13
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reasons.

One is that glucose causes inducer exclusion, it prevents

lactose from entering the cell, and the second reason is due to
catabolite repression.
•

Glucose reduces the levels of cAMP in the

cells, which as a result reduces the ability to induce the expression
of the lac operon (5) and therefore MOMP expression.
MOMP appears to be toxic to JLCQli cells. By repressing the
MOMP gene with glucose during growth, no MOMP is produced to
poison the cells, thus selection of MOMP deficient mutants is
prevented.
IPTG is known as a true inducer and when present binds to the
repressor protein causing allosteric changes.

These changes in

conformation keep the repressor protein from binding to the lac
operator and in turn allow the RNA polymerase to bind and
transcription of the MOMP gene to begin (12).
Although each of the three recombinant MOMP proteins were
found in the

outer membrane fraction, preliminary studies have

indicated that MOMP is not located on the surface.

It is possible

that these proteins are getting lodged in the periplasm in an
insoluble form and aren't easily separated from the insoluble outer
membrane fraction.

In recent studies done by Scott Manning
14

(personal communication) a new result was obtained using the
separation of cell fractions due to their densities.

Using this

method it was found that the inner and outer membranes of E. coli
•

cells carrying pTTQ-W could not be separated.

It is thought that

MOMP may be aggregating in the periplasm and holding the two
membranes together.
The fact that induction of the MOMP gene in E. coli cells
results in lysis of the cells and that no MOMP has been detected on
the surface of those cells containing MOMP in their outer membrane
suggests that this may be a difficult model system to use for the
study of MOMP structure and function.
A prospect for studying MOMP further may be to change the
outer membrane of E. coli. Since the outer membrane of
C. trachomatis is covered with short lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and
E. coli cells contain long LPS it is possible that the MOMP making it
to the outer membrane of the
long LPS.

E. coli

cells are being masked by the

An experiment involving mutant E. coli which have short

LPS is currently being done to test this possibility.
It is also possible that MOMP may require another protein to
help it become stabilized in the outer membrane.

If this is the case,
15

then the gene encoding this protein can be incorporated into the
MOMP plasmid constructs.

In this way it can be made at the same

time MOMP is and will therefore be present to help stabilize MOMP
•

when it is being added to the outer membrane.
Another prospect is the use of an entirely new system.
Perhaps using an organism that lacks peptidoglycan would serve as a
better model system.
to

This way the organism would be more similar

trachomatis.
In any case, by making a cell's outer membrane more like the

outer membrane of C. trachomatis, by possibly adding more proteins
or shortening the LPS, it may make it more of a model system for
studing MOMP structure and function.
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Figure 1

pTTQ-W

£1
pTTQ-H

pTTQ-F

Figure 1.
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Plasmid pTTQ-W expresses an unmodified MOMP

Plasmid pTTQ-H expresses a MOMP in which the signal peptide
and the first 20 amino acids □ of the mature protein have
been deleted and replaced with the signal peptide Hand the
first 50 amino acids of the mature E. coli OmpA ESS.
Plasmid pTTQ-F expresses a MOMP in which the signal peptide
has been deleted and replaced with the signal peptide Fii and
first 50 amino acids of the mature E. coli OmpA S3-
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Western blot analysis of MOMP at 7 minute intervals.
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Optical Density 600

Figure 3
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Figure 3. Optical density readings taken every 30 minutes.
arrow indicates time of induction.
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Figure 5
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Western blot analysis of cell fractionations.
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